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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATED 
VALUE TRANSFER 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority from US. Provisional 
Patent Application No. 60/449,398, titled “Method and 
System for Automated Value Transfer,” ?led Feb. 25, 2003, 
the entirety of Which is hereby incorporated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to the ?eld of 
electronic transfer of funds, and, more speci?cally, to a 
system and method for authorizing automated value trans 
fers from an account available to users Who do not have a 

pre-existing trust, business or ?nancial relationship. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

As long ago as When people began interacting With others 
in far-off locations, there has been a need for transferring 
money to relatively remote locations. As electronic commu 
nications became increasingly prevalent, “money Wiring” 
Was developed to transfer money rapidly to distant locations. 
Today, people continue to ?nd the need to send or receive 
money rapidly, in situations ranging from a parent sending 
money to a child aWay at college to a tourist in need of 
money in a foreign country after having a Wallet or purse 
stolen. HoWever, one draWback of conventional money 
Wiring services is that they typically require a direct or 
indirect relationship With a bank or other ?nancial institu 
tion. For example, some services require that the sending 
party either has an existing bank account With the institution 
transferring the funds, While others require the sending party 
to present a credit card or other bank card With cash advance 
capabilities. This may simply not be an option for some 
users, such as migrant or seasonal Workers Who Want to send 
money back to family at a distant location, including a 
foreign country, but do not have bank accounts or credit 
cards due to their itinerant nature or lack of credit history. 
Moreover, conventional money Wiring services typically 
require that both the sending and receiving party have access 
to money Wiring facilities such as a bank teller or a Western 
Union location, and that such locations be open at the time 
of day at Which the Sender Wishes to send and the Recipient 
seeks to retrieve the funds. 

Accordingly, there is a need for a system and method for 
transferring value that alloWs a Sender and receiver to 
transfer money Without a preexisting relationship With a 
?nancial institution such as a bank or other credit card issuer. 
There is also a need for such a system and method to be 
implemented using existing ?nancial or electronic banking 
netWorks and Without the need for extensive neW infrastruc 
ture at either the sending or receiving location. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a system and method for 
automated value transfer. Embodiments of the invention 
may be used for transferring money betWeen a Sender and 
Recipient Without requiring either party to have access to a 
bank account, credit card, or other preexisting relationship 
With a ?nancial institution. The present invention can be 
implemented using existing ?nancial netWorks such as retail 
point-of-sale locations, automated teller machines (ATMs), 
and other cash dispensing units. 
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2 
In an embodiment of the present invention, a Sender at a 

?rst location purchases a card, referred to sometimes in this 
speci?cation as a “PIN Card,” point of sale, such as a retail 
location or a bank teller. Upon purchase of a PIN Card, a 
string or Transfer PIN associated With the PIN Card is 
activated in an authoriZation system, With the string or 
Transfer PIN also associated With a value corresponding to 
the purchase amount of the PIN Card (e.g., 3,000 Mexican 
pesos). The Sender contacts an intended Recipient at a 
remote location and discloses the string or Transfer PIN to 
that intended Recipient. In embodiments, the Recipient 
needs only this string or Transfer PIN and a card, sometimes 
referred to in this speci?cation as a “Cash Card,” to receive 
the money transfer at a participating remote location. Also, 
in embodiments, almost any Cash Card can be used With any 
valid Transfer PIN to receive value transfers. To receive the 
value associated With the PIN Card, the Recipient inserts or 
sWipes the Cash Card at a participating dispensing unit such 
as an ATM, Which reads and routes appropriate transaction 
information to an authoriZation system. The Recipient then 
enters the string or Transfer PIN, Which the authorization 
system identi?es as being a valid entry that is associated 
With the value amount associated With the PIN Card. The 
authoriZation system then authoriZes the dispensing unit to 
dispense that value amount. 

In another aspect of an embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the Recipient uses a PIN Card or Cash Card to receive 
money in accordance With promotions or sWeepstakes. For 
example, a particular string or PIN may be publicly adver 
tised as part of a promotion or sWeepstakes. PIN Card and 
Cash Card holders may insert or sWipe their cards at 
appropriate units such as ATMs, thereby providing, in such 
embodiments, information enabling an authoriZation system 
to identify a particular card and, for example, its oWner. 
Once the card holder enters the publicly advertised string or 
PIN, Which identi?es the particular promotion or sWeep 
stakes being run, the authoriZation system uses predeter 
mined criteria such as a historical usage pattern of the PIN 
Card or Cash Card, Whether the card is being used for the 
?rst time, or a random or unpredictable event, to determine 
Whether to authoriZe the dispensing unit to dispense a 
predetermined amount of funds. 

In accordance With the present invention, a method is 
provided for obtaining a cash WithdraWal from a dispensing 
unit comprising: enabling the dispensing unit, in response to 
a ?rst numeric string, to receive a second numeric string 
associated With a predetermined cash amount, Where the ?rst 
numeric string is associated With a disbursement account 
available to a plurality of unrelated users; entering the 
second numeric string into the dispensing unit; and obtain 
ing the predetermined cash amount from the dispensing unit, 
Which may comprise an ATM or a point-of-sale terminal at 
a retail location. In embodiments, the ?rst numeric string is 
not associated With a distinct user account such as an 

individual bank account. The ?rst numeric string may be 
stored on a magnetic stripe on a card that is input to the 
dispensing unit. In an embodiment, the second numeric 
string is randomly generated and essentially unique. The 
second numeric string may also be essentially independent 
of the ?rst numeric string, and is not necessarily associated 
With the card or the ?rst numeric string prior to the step of 
entering the second numeric string into the dispensing unit. 
The second numeric string may further comprise a plurality 
of subset strings Which are separately input into the dispens 
ing unit. 

In accordance With another aspect of the present inven 
tion, a method is provided for obtaining a cash WithdraWal 
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from a dispensing unit, comprising: enabling the dispensing 
unit, in response to a ?rst numeric string, to receive a second 
numeric string associated With a predetermined cash 
amount, Where the ?rst numeric string is associated With a 
disbursement account available to a plurality of unrelated 
users; entering the second numeric string into the dispensing 
unit; and obtaining a portion of the predetermined cash 
amount from the dispensing unit, Wherein the portion of the 
predetermined amount is selected by a user of the dispensing 
unit. 

According to still another aspect of the present invention, 
a method is provided for authorizing cash WithdraWals from 
a dispensing unit, comprising: enabling a dispensing unit, in 
response to an essentially unique ?rst numeric string, to 
receive a second numeric string; receiving the second 
numeric string at the dispensing unit; and authorizing a cash 
WithdraWal from the dispensing unit if the second numeric 
string matches an expected value and if the ?rst numeric 
string meets predetermined criteria based either on a his 
torical usage pattern associated With the ?rst numeric string 
or on promotional rules. In this aspect of the present 
invention, the second numeric string is publicly advertised. 
The predetermined criteria may be based on a historical 
usage pattern associated With the ?rst numeric string, includ 
ing for example speci?ed transactions, a predetermined 
number of cash WithdraWals, or a predetermined number of 
cash WithdraWals Within a predetermined time period prior 
to the receiving step. The predetermined criteria may also be 
based on promotional rules, including a random or unpre 
dictable activation event or an intentional activation event 
associated With the ?rst numeric string. Such events may be 
independent of the historical usage pattern associated With 
the ?rst numeric string. 

In still another aspect of the present invention, a method 
is provided for transferring value, comprising: activating 
from a ?rst location a representation of a predetermined 
value associated With an essentially unique identi?cation 
string; receiving the essentially unique string at a second 
location comprising a cash dispensing unit; and authorizing 
a disbursement of a cash amount at the cash dispensing unit 
responsive to a numeric string and the essentially unique 
identi?cation string. The cash amount dispensed may be the 
predetermined value, or it may be a portion of the prede 
termined value selected by a user of the cash dispensing unit. 
The essentially unique identi?cation string may further 
comprise a plurality of subset strings Which are separately 
entered, With a decline or termination message being gen 
erated if the complete essentially unique identi?cation string 
has not been received. The ?rst location may be a retail store 
at Which a user remits a cash equivalent amount of the 
predetermined value, and the cash dispensing unit may for 
example be an ATM, a point-of-sale terminal at a retail 
location, or a person. The predetermined value may corre 
spond to a prede?ned currency value of a multiple of Whole 
currency units at a second location (for example, 1,000, 
2,000, or 3,000 Mexican pesos). In accordance With this 
aspect of the present invention, the method for transferring 
value may further comprise the step of activating the cash 
dispensing unit in response to the insertion or presentation of 
a card that stores the numeric string. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, a 
method for transferring value comprising receiving from a 
?rst location a signal to activate a representation of a 
predetermined value associated With an essentially unique 
identi?cation string; receiving from a second location, com 
prising a cash dispensing unit, the essentially unique iden 
ti?cation string, Where the essentially unique identi?cation 
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4 
string is routed from the second location to an authorization 
system in response to routing information input into the cash 
dispensing unit; and the authorization system authorizing, 
responsive to the essentially unique identi?cation string, a 
disbursement from the cash dispensing unit of an amount of 
the predetermined value. In this aspect of the present inven 
tion, the authorization does not necessarily depend upon the 
routing information. 

According to still another aspect of the present invention, 
a method is provided for activating an automated teller 
machine (ATM) comprising reading information stored on a 
card inserted into the ATM, Where the information com 
prises a numeric string associated With a disbursement 
account and not associated With a distinct user account; and 
activating the ATM in response to the numeric string. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, a 
system is provided for transferring value comprising: infor 
mation received including an essentially unique string and 
an amount associated With the essentially unique string; a 
disbursement account available to a plurality of unrelated 
users; an authorization system for authorizing disbursements 
from the disbursement account; and a cash dispensing unit 
operable to receive the essentially unique string, transmit the 
essentially unique string to the authorization system, and 
dispense the amount in response to an authorization of 
disbursement from the disbursement account. 

In another aspect of the present invention, a card is 
provided for transferring value, comprising: a ?rst storage 
medium comprising a magnetic stripe, Where the ?rst stor 
age medium stores information identifying the card; a sec 
ond storage medium that stores a string associated With a 
transferred value; and a calling code printed on the card for 
communicating the string to a remote user; Where responsive 
to the input of the string, a cash dispensing unit dispenses a 
cash equivalent of the transferred value to the remote user. 
The second storage medium may be in human readable 
form, and may also store a second string generated by a 
number generator and associated With the calling code. The 
card may alternatively comprise a third storage medium that 
stores a second string associated With the calling code. The 
second storage medium or the third storage medium may 
comprise a scratch-off ?lm for hiding the information stored 
on them. In accordance With this aspect of the present 
invention, the transferred value may be a predetermined 
foreign currency value in a multiple of Whole currency units. 

According to still another aspect of the present invention, 
a card is provided for activating a cash dispensing unit, the 
card comprising: a storage medium, Where the storage 
medium stores information comprising a numeric string 
associated With a disbursement account accessible by a 
plurality of unrelated users; and Wherein upon insertion of 
the card into a cash dispensing unit, the numeric string 
serves to validate the card to conduct a transaction With the 
disbursement account. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, a 
card is provided for activating a cash dispensing unit, 
comprising: a storage medium that stores information com 
prising a numeric string associated With a disbursement 
account accessible by a plurality of unrelated users, and 
Where, in response to inserting the card into a cash dispens 
ing unit and entering an essentially unique string into the 
cash dispensing unit, the cash dispensing unit dispenses a 
predetermined amount of cash associated With the essen 
tially unique string. 

Additional features and advantages of the present inven 
tion are set forth in part in the description that folloWs, and 
in part are apparent from the description, or may be learned 
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by practice of the invention. The embodiments and features 
of the invention may also be realized and attained by means 
of the instrumentalities and combinations particularly set out 
in the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in 
and constitute part of the speci?cation, illustrate embodi 
ments of the invention, and together with the description, 
serve to explain the operation of the invention. 

FIG. 1 is a ?owchart depicting a summary of the steps of 
an embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 depicts an authorization system in accordance with 
an embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 3A depicts the front side of an exemplary PIN Card 
as sold for use in embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 3B depicts the back side of the exemplary PIN Card 
depicted in FIG. 3A. 

FIG. 4A depicts the front side of an exemplary Cash Card 
for use in embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 4B depicts the back side of the exemplary Cash Card 
depicted in FIG. 4A. 

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart representing a process for creating 
a PIN Card in accordance with the present invention. 

FIG. 6 is a ?owchart depicting a process for inserting a 
Transfer PIN into a database of an authorization system 
according to the present invention. 

FIG. 7 depicts a process for creating a Cash Card in 
accordance with the present invention. 

FIG. 8 depicts a process for activating PIN Cards in 
accordance with the present invention. 

FIG. 9 depicts a process for dispensing funds at a dis 
pensing unit in connection with a funds transfer in accor 
dance with the present invention. 

FIG. 10 depicts a process for looking up a Transfer PIN 
to authorize a funds disbursement in accordance with the 
present invention. 

FIG. 11 depicts a process for dispensing money in accor 
dance with an aspect of the present invention relating to a 
sweepstakes. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

With reference to the ?gures, a detailed discussion of the 
preferred embodiments of the present invention is presented. 
However, the ?gures and examples below are not meant to 
limit the scope of the present invention or its equivalents or 
any embodiments that would be apparent to one of ordinary 
skill in the art in light of this speci?cation. 

FIG. 1 depicts a summary of the steps of an embodiment 
of the present invention. In step 10 of FIG. 1, a Sender 
purchases a PIN Card. As described in more detail below, 
this purchase can occur at any number or type of retail or 
other installations. In this example, before the Seller trans 
fers the PIN Card to the Sender, in step 12 the Seller 
transmits activation information to an authorization system 
(not depicted in FIG. 1), using information and techniques 
described in more detail in this speci?cation. In response to 
valid information from the Seller, the authorization system 
in step 14 activates the Transfer PIN, and associates it with 
a value corresponding to the purchase amount of the PIN 
Card. For example, if the Sender in the United States wants 
to transfer 3,000 Mexican Pesos to a friend in Mexico, the 
purchase price of the PIN Card could be the US. equivalent 
of 3,000 Pesos, plus a Seller’s fee or commission, plus a fee 
or commission to the authorization system. Once the Trans 
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6 
fer PIN is activated, in this example it is associated in the 
authorization system with the value of 3,000 Mexican Pesos. 

Continuing further with the example depicted in FIG. 1, 
the Sender in step 16 discloses the Transfer PIN and the 
amount of value associated with the Transfer PIN to the 
intended Recipient. This can be done, for example, by 
telephone or by other means that the Sender and intended 
Recipient choose. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, the 
Recipient needs a Cash Card in order to retrieve the funds to 
be transferred from the Sender. Accordingly, in step 18 it is 
determined whether the intended Recipient has a Cash Card. 
If not, then in step 20 the intended Recipient obtains a Cash 
Card, as explained below in this speci?cation. Once the 
intended Recipient obtains a Cash Card, the process 
depicted in FIG. 1 continues to step 22, in which the 
intended Recipient uses the Cash Card to activate a partici 
pating dispensing unit. In embodiments of the present inven 
tion, the dispensing unit can be an ATM machine, and it can 
be activated so that it is ready to receive information by 
inserting or swiping the Cash Card using devices known to 
those of skill in the art for transferring information on cards 
to ATM or similar machines. Once the dispensing unit is 
activated, the intended Recipient in step 24 then enters the 
Transfer PIN disclosed by the Sender into the dispensing 
unit, for example using a keypad in response to appropriate 
prompts. After the Transfer PIN is input, the dispensing unit 
in step 26 transmits it to the authorization system. In 
decision step 28, the authorization system determines 
whether the Transfer PIN is authorized. As explained in 
more detail below, this authorization can use any number of 
techniques designed to strike an appropriate balance 
between security of the system with the convenience of the 
users. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, if the Transfer PIN 
is not authorized, then in step 30 the dispensing unit is 
noti?ed to terminate the transaction without dispensing any 
funds. On the other hand, if the Transfer PIN is authorized, 
then in step 32 the dispensing unit is signaled to dispense an 
amount of funds equal to the value associated with the 
Transfer PIN when the PIN Card was purchased. In the 
example described above, this amount would be 3,000 
Mexican Pesos. 

FIG. 2 provides an overview of the authorization system 
140 in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention. In an embodiment, the authorization system 140 
comprises a computer with appropriate communications, 
security, and information processing software, as well as 
databases and appropriate storage media as is appropriate for 
the speci?c implementation of the present invention. 
Although authorization system 140 is depicted in FIG. 2 as 
a single box, it should be understood that authorization 
system 140 may comprise a plurality of computing devices 
operating in conjunction and in cooperation with each other 
to provide the desired computing and data storage capabili 
ties in accordance with a speci?c implementation of the 
present invention. Moreover, authorization system 140 may 
comprise computing and data storage devices distributed in 
multiple locations and networked by appropriate communi 
cations infrastructure to provide the desired computing and 
data storage capabilities in accordance with a particular 
implementation of the present invention. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 2, authorization 
system 140 receives information from, among other sources: 
Sender locations comprising retail points-of-sale 50, auto 
mated kiosks 52, or other PIN Card activation locations 54 
via a communications network 56; Recipient locations com 
prising ATMs 60, attendant-operated dispensing units 62, or 
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other appropriate dispensing units 64 via a communications 
network 57; ?nancial institutions 80 via a communications 
network 59; and PIN Card and Cash Card manufacturer(s) 
70 via an information transfer means 58 such as a CD or 
other electronic ?le. Information received from the Sender 
location includes, for example, the PIN Card Number and 
the amount of value being transferred, which are sent to the 
authorization system 140 when a PIN Card is activated, as 
explained above with respect to step 12 in FIG. 1 and as 
explained below in conjunction with FIG. 8. Information 
received from the Recipient location includes a ?rst string, 
for example a Cash Card Number, and a second string, for 
example a Transfer PIN or other string used in conjunction 
with a sweepstakes or promotion. In embodiments of the 
present invention, such information is sent to authorization 
system 140 when a Recipient uses a Cash Card as explained 
above with respect to steps 22, 24, and 26 in FIG. 1 and as 
explained below with respect to FIG. 9 and FIG. 11. In 
embodiments, authorization system 140 receives informa 
tion from the PIN Card and Cash Card manufacturer(s), 
including for example PIN Card Numbers, Transfer PINs, 
Calling Codes, Cash Card Numbers, and identi?cation infor 
mation from the PIN Card and Cash Card holders. This 
process is described below with respect to FIG. 5, FIG. 6, 
and FIG. 7. Depending on the embodiment, authorization 
system 140 may also communicate with one or more ?nan 
cial institutions 80, for example to debit or credit a corporate 
disbursement account, for example when funds are to be 
dispensed or when a PIN Card is purchased. 
As explained in greater detail elsewhere in this speci? 

cation, including for example with respect to FIG. 9 and 
FIG. 11, authorization system 140 receives information from 
these various sources and processes the received information 
in order, for example, to perform security and veri?cation 
checks, compare received and stored data, make appropriate 
record keeping entries, and authorize disbursements to 
money transfer Recipients in accordance with the present 
invention. 

FIG. 3A provides a depiction of the front side of an 
example of a PIN Card as might be purchased by a Sender 
in step 10 of FIG. 1. As depicted in FIG. 3A, PIN Card 160 
is constructed of plastic or other suitable material such as 
conventionally used for credit cards, debit cards or gift 
cards. PIN Card 160 as depicted in FIG. 3A is a single piece, 
approximately the dimensions of three standard credit cards, 
and with scoring 802 to permit easy detachment of the 
bottom third as a separate card. As shown in FIG. 3A, the top 
third 801 of the PIN Card 160 includes an advertising 
message 804 that includes the amount of cash that may be 
transferred using the particular card, and a legend 806 (in 
Spanish in FIG. 3A) that the card has no value until it is 
activated. The middle third 808 of the PIN Card includes 
basic instructions (again in Spanish), on how to use the card. 
In the example depicted in FIG. 3A, the bottom third 810, 
which may be detached, includes a logo and design. 

FIG. 3B provides a depiction of the back of the PIN Card 
160 depicted in FIG. 3A. As depicted in FIG. 3B, the top 
third 820 of the back of the PIN Card 160 includes the 
legend 822 (in English) from the top third of the front of the 
PIN Card 160, along with instructions 824 in English on 
how to use the card, corresponding to the Spanish instruc 
tions on the middle third of the front of the card, as depicted 
in FIG. 3A. As also depicted in FIG. 3B, the top third 820 
and the middle third 826 of the back of the PIN Card 160 
include instructions in English, on how to get a Cash Card 
and on how to use a designated international telecommuni 
cations carrier to call the intended Recipient to inform him 
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8 
or her of the Transfer PIN 130 and the value represented by 
the card (1,000 Pesos in this example) once authorized. In 
the example depicted in FIG. 3B, the middle third 826 of the 
back of the PIN Card 160 includes terms and conditions on 
the use of the card. The middle third 826 of the back of the 
PIN Card 160 also includes a number 834 and its corre 
sponding UPC bar code 830 that identi?es the particular PIN 
Card product. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 3B, the bottom third 
828 of the back of the PIN Card 160 includes Spanish 
language instructions and terms and conditions correspond 
ing to the English-language instructions and terms and 
conditions on the middle third 826 of the back of the PIN 
Card 160, as well as Spanish-language instructions on how 
to get a Cash Card and on how to use a designated inter 
national telecommunications carrier to call the intended 
Recipient to inform him or her of the Transfer PIN 130 and 
the value represented by the card once authorized. The 
bottom third 828 back of the exemplary PIN Card 160 
depicted in FIG. 3B also includes a magnetic stripe 832 for 
recording and reading electronically encoded information, 
using techniques for recording and reading magnetic stripe 
information known to those in the art. In an embodiment of 
the present invention, the magnetic stripe 832 encodes a 16 
digit Card Number that identi?es a particular PIN Card 160, 
with the ?rst six digits being the Issuer Identi?cation Num 
ber (IIN), the next nine digits being the internal unique card 
number, and the ?nal digit being the check digit that is 
calculated from the preceding 15 digits using an algorithm 
known to those in the art and that helps to assure accurate 
electronic transmission. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 3B, the bottom third 
828 of the back of the PIN Card 160 also includes scratch-olf 
areas 836 and 838, which are coated with a ?lm or other 
material suitable for hiding information under it, while 
permitting the hidden information to be revealed when the 
?lm or other material is scratched or rubbed with a coin or 
other relatively rigid object. In this example, scratch-olf area 
836 hides a 12-digit Calling Code that enables a caller to 
make a toll-free call to an intended Recipient of the value 
represented by the PIN Card, and scratch-olf area 838 hides 
a 12-digit Transfer PIN. However, in other embodiments not 
shown, the 12-digit Calling Code and the 12-digit Transfer 
PIN may be hidden by a single scratch-olf area. As 
instructed on the back of the PIN Card 160, a Sender would 
call the designated international telecommunications carrier 
using the listed number, then enter the 12-digit Calling 
Code, and then enter an appropriate country code, and then 
enter the telephone number of the intended Recipient. Fur 
ther to this example, upon reaching the intended Recipient, 
the Sender would then disclose the 12-digit Transfer PIN 
and the amount of value associated with the PIN Card and, 
if necessary, the instructions on how to obtain a Cash Card. 
The intended Recipient would then obtain funds according 
to the present invention, including for example the steps 
summarized in FIG. 1 or otherwise described in this speci 
?cation. 

FIG. 4A provides a depiction of the front of an embodi 
ment of a Cash Card for use in the present invention. In this 
embodiment, the front 850 of Cash Card 310 includes a logo 
and design, as well as a legend 852 (in Spanish in FIG. 4A) 
identifying the year of activation of the Cash Card. 

FIG. 4B provides a depiction of the back of the embodi 
ment of a Cash Card depicted in FIG. 4A. In this embodi 
ment, the back 860 of the Cash Card 310 includes a magnetic 
stripe 862 for recording and reading electronically encoded 
information, using techniques for recording and reading 
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magnetic stripe information known to those in the art. In an 
embodiment of the present invention, the magnetic stripe 
862 encodes a 16 digit Card Number that identi?es a 
particular Cash Card 310, With the ?rst six digits being a 
Bank Identi?cation Number (BIN) Which serves to route 
Cash Card transaction information from the dispensing unit 
to the authorization system 140, the next nine digits com 
prise a unique Card Number associated With the Cash Card 
310, and the ?nal digit is a check digit that is calculated from 
the preceding 15 digits using an algorithm knoWn to those in 
the art and that helps to assure accurate electronic transmis 
sion. In the example shoWn in FIG. 4B, the 16-digit Cash 
Card Number 350 is also displayed in human readable form. 
The back 860 of the Cash Card 310 also includes language 
864 identifying the Cash Card 310 as property of the issuer 
of the card, as Well as telephone numbers 866 that can be 
called for information or customer assistance. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a process used to associate information 
With PIN Cards 160 in accordance With an embodiment of 
the present invention. Random number generators 105 and 
110 are used to generate tWo sets of random numbers 115 
and 120, respectively. In embodiments, random numbers 
115 are tWelve digits long and are used to generate a Calling 
Code 125, Which is printed on PIN Card 160. At the same 
time, Calling Code 125 is stored in an authorization system 
140, Which comprises a database and other associated soft 
Ware and hardWare for manipulating the data stored in the 
database, as described With reference to FIG. 2. As described 
With reference to FIG. 3B, the Calling Code 125 may be 
used by the Sender, in conjunction With a designated inter 
national telecommunications carrier using the toll-free num 
ber printed on the PIN Card, to call the intended Recipient 
to pass along the Transfer PIN 130. 

In embodiments, random numbers 120 are preferably 12 
digits long and each is used as a separate Transfer PIN 130, 
Which is printed on PIN Card 160. At the same time, In 
embodiments, transfer PIN 130 is stored in authorization 
system 140. In embodiments, Transfer PINs 130 are essen 
tially unique, in that they are 12-digit strings generated by a 
random-number generator 110 and are checked against 
previously generated Transfer PINs 130 to ensure that there 
is no duplication Within a speci?ed time period, in order to 
provide a very high degree of con?dence that tWo or more 
identical Transfer PINs 130 are not active simultaneously. 
For example, in an embodiment, more than a predetermined 
number of months, such as tWelve, Would be required to 
elapse after a speci?c 12-digit Transfer PIN had been used 
for a ?nds transfer before it could be activated again for use 
With the same authorization system 140. 

In embodiments, the PIN Card 160, in addition to having 
the Calling Code 125 and Transfer PIN 130 printed on it, is 
also assigned a Card Number 150, Which is stored in 
authorization system 140. In embodiments, the Card Num 
ber 150 is 16 digits, Where the ?rst 6 digits comprise an 
Issuer Identi?cation Number (IIN) Which serves to route 
transactions from a point-of-sale terminal at a retail location 
to authorization system 140, the next nine digits comprise a 
unique card number associated With the speci?c PIN Card 
160, and the ?nal digit is a check digit to assure accurate 
electronic transmission. Card Number 150 may also be 
stored on PIN Card 160, for example in a storage medium 
such as a magnetic stripe or printed on the card in a human 
readable format. In embodiments, the Card Number 150 is 
not directly associated With a particular money transfer 
transaction but instead may be used to keep track of the use 
and purchase of PIN Cards and Transfer PINs, and for 
market research, promotions and sWeepstakes, and other 
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10 
business reasons. In embodiments, the Calling Code 125 and 
Transfer PIN 130 are both associated With the Card Number 
150 in a database in authorization system 140. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 5, the next step 170 
in the PIN Card creation process is the covering of the 
Calling Code 125 and Transfer PIN 130 With opaque mate 
rial to keep them from being knoWn prior to purchase of the 
PIN Card 160. Calling Code 125 and Transfer PIN 130 may 
be covered by a single scratch-off surface or by separate 
scratch-off surfaces. Other suitable means for hiding Calling 
Code 125 and Transfer PIN 130, such as peel off tape, 
microencapsulation of ink patterns, radio or electronic read 
ers, and the like, are apparent to those of skill in the art in 
light of this speci?cation. 

It should be understood that, for Calling Code 125, 
Transfer PIN 130 and Card Number 150, other shorter or 
longer strings may be used for greater or lesser security, 
balanced against ease and convenience of use. Similarly, 
Calling Code 125, Transfer PIN 130 or Card Number 150 
may comprise alphanumeric or other strings consistent With 
various types of strings that are capable of being read by or 
input into dispensing units and ?nancial and other electronic 
netWorks at various locations used in conjunction With the 
present invention. In embodiments of the present invention, 
the Calling Code 125 and Transfer PIN 130 could be the 
same, i.e., the Transfer PIN could function as the Calling 
Code. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of the process used to 
insert Transfer PINs 130 for storage in a database in the 
authorization system 140, for later comparison in accor 
dance With, for example, step 550 of FIG. 9. Random 
numbers 120, Which in an embodiment are 12-digit strings 
such as Transfer PINs 130, are encrypted in step 210 using 
a local encryption key generated in step 205 and a dummy 
string generated in step 215. In embodiments, the dummy 
string is a constant but relatively random number that is used 
in encryption of the Transfer PINs 130. In step 230, the 
encrypted PIN Block is hashed and put into data storage in 
the authorization system 140. In embodiments, the encryp 
tion step 210 and hashing step 230 are performed by 
computing devices in authorization system 140. In the 
embodiment depicted in FIG. 6, the 12-digit strings such as 
the Transfer PINs 130 are not stored in a “clear,” non 
encrypted form, thereby enhancing the security of the Trans 
fer PINs. 

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 6, random numbers 
120, in this embodiment 12-digit strings such as Transfer 
PINs 130, are also stored in a non-encrypted form. This is 
done to keep a record of the actual generated Transfer PINs 
in the event that the encrypted PINs are lost or the data is 
corrupted. The random numbers 120 are stored on a CD in 
step 260, and are used as Transfer PINs 130 in the PIN Card 
160 manufacturing process 270 depicted generally in FIG. 5. 
In step 280 of FIG. 6, the CD created in step 260, Which 
stores the generated Transfer PINs 130, is kept in a secure 
location, such as a safe, and is accessed if needed (for 
example, if the encrypted PINs are lost). 

FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of the process used to 
create Cash Cards 310 in accordance With the present 
invention. In embodiments, Cash Cards 310 are distributed 
free of charge to Recipients by various methods. For 
example, in an implementation of the present invention 
designed to facilitate money transfers betWeen migrant or 
seasonal Workers in the United States and their families in 
Mexico, Cash Cards 310 could be made available free of 
charge at local banks and businesses or fairs or other events 
or gatherings in Mexico, or could be requested by mail or 












